
An Exploratory Drawing Workshop in Italy
at The Civita Institute in Civita di Bagnoregio, Italy

Session 1: October 4 - 10, 2017
Session 2: October 12 - 18, 2017

CIVITA 2017
the Depictive + the Evocative
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In 2013, the Civita Institute granted Anita Lehmann, the opportunity to study drawing for  
9 weeks of study in Italy, specifically focused in Civita di Bagnoregio, in Lazio, provence of 
Viterbo, north of Rome. She created a beautiful and thought provoking book: “Drawing 
Lessons from Civita: an artist’s adventure in Italy”: A discovery of place, through drawing, 
utilizing the depictive and the evocative process of mark making.
 
This workshop is about drawing, sketching, and painting places and spaces and objects; we will begin by observing 
the contextual environment of Civita di Bagnoregio and its surrounding context: to learn about the ‘power of a place’ 
through drawing. There is a fine granularity and layering to a place, and drawing the elements of these places requires 
rigor and attention to detail – awareness. This rigor, focus, and awareness will enhance one’s skills in the evocative 
understanding of mark making. Simulation through drawing and by hand, reinforces the true experience of a place in 
time, again, using all five senses, and instilling permanent habits of drawing, as well as creating indelible memories; a 
‘fact finding’ mission. Sketches, paintings, drawings, collages will be collected in a series of sketchbooks; and after initial 
studies are completed, we will continue to create ‘evocative’ works, furthering concept of ‘place’; utilizing appropriate 
tools of paint, pastel, charcoal and graphite. 

A small group of only 6-8 participants provides opportunities for plenty of one-on-one learning, lessons, critiques, 
and demos. 

Goals for Workshop:
• To fully embrace the Renaissance wisdom, that to draw something is to fully understand it.
• Realize drawing connects us to our experience, with an intimacy not otherwise possible.
• Experience the inherent intimacy with drawing and painting. The artist’s touch is elemental and we are able to see 

how much an artist can do and how distinctive each artist’s language of mark making can be.
• Learn about the ‘power of a place’ through drawing.
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PROPOSED ITINERARY: 6 nights, 5 full days of instruction
Depictive & the Evocative: CIVITA 2017  
An Exploratory Drawing Workshop in Italy 

A small group of only 6-8 participants provides opportunities for 
plenty of one-on-one learning, lessons, critiques, and demos.

Session 1: Wednesday, October 4 - Tuesday, October 11
Session 2: Thursday, October 12 - Wednesday, October 18

DAY 1 ARRIVAL IN CIVITA
Arrive by 4:00pm
6:30pm, Welcome Dinner at Civita Institute, Sala Grande

DAY 2 WORKSHOP
8:30am, group coffee 
Walk to Bagnoregio for first sketches, buying groceries, and lunch
Afternoon, exercises, discussion, demo: Translation to the Evocative
Dinner, as a group at Alma Civita

DAY 3 WORKSHOP
9:00am-12noon, studio lessons in Civita: Drawing Elements
12noon-2:00pm, Lunch on your own, riposo (rest)
2:00-5:00pm, lessons in Civita
Dinner and review of sketches, as a group potluck or on your own 

DAY 4 WORKSHOP
9:00am-12noon, studio lessons in Civita: Drawing Relationships
12noon-2:00pm, Lunch on your own, riposo (rest)
2:00-5:00pm, lessons in Civita
Dinner and review of sketches, as a group potluck or on your own

DAY 5 WORKSHOP
9:00am-5pm, Trip to Orvieto via bus or taxi
Pack a picnic lunch &/or lunch in Orvieto
Dinner and review of lessons, as a group potluck or on your own

DAY 6 WORKSHOP
9:00am-12noon, studio lessons in Civita: Depictive/Evocative Final Works
12noon-2:00pm, group farewell lunch
2:00-5:00pm, lesson review/presentation
Dinner as a group potluck or on your own

DAY 7 DEPARTURE, Arrivederci!
Farewell coffee
Walk to Civita bus, transfer to Orvieto bus, train. Or stay a few extra nights in Civita!
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The workshop utilizes The Civita Institute’s beautifully renovated, rustic stone apartments, garden, and library for 5 full days and 6 
nights. One of the houses owned by the Civita Institute is used by Tony Costa-Heywood, Architect, husband of Astra Zarina, Professor 
Emeritus at the University of Washington, now deceased. Astra and Tony donated the Italian Properties to the Civita Insitute. 

The workshop and lodging are paid separately, with lodging paid as a contribution directly to The Civita Institute*, a Seattle, WA based 
non-profit with an architecture, arts, and education focus. This contribution includes a one-year membership in the organization.

Three apartments are available for workshop participants and guests: (Lo Studio, Il Ruderino, and Il Giardino – descriptions follow). All 
apartments are fully furnished with full kitchen, bathroom, linens, and will be stocked with some grocery basics. Additional groceries 
can be purchased Thursday-Monday in Bagnoregio, but must be carried back to Civita. Civita has restaurants that serve light break-
fast, lunch, and dinner and are reasonably priced; weekends in October may be slightly limited. We will also likely do potluck dinners 
together and in the garden as weather permits!  

Apartments are reserved on a first come-first served basis, so contact Anita ASAP to reserve space!

*The Civita Institute operates under NIAUSI (the Northwest Institute for Architecture and Urban Studies in Italy) and is a US 501.c.3 non-profit organization.

Garden for relaxing and group meals   The Sala Grande – working indoors

Restaurant Alma Civita’s Etruscan cave    

Lo Studio to the left,  
Il Nuovo and Ruderino 
up the stairs and
Il Giardino near the  
garden to the right
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LO STUDIO  –  Four people sharing for 6 nights: US$278/person. Three people sharing for 6 nights: US$370/person. Two people 
sharing for 6 nights: US$556/person. One person for 6 nights: US$1110.

A 2-story, fully-furnished apartment with kitchen, living room/studio space with fireplace and drawing tables, and a small terrace 
with a view to the landscape. It sleeps 4 people in a large shared space upstairs with four twin beds. Upon your arrival, the kitchen 
will be stocked with grocery basics. Wi-Fi, and laundry facilities are included. Apartments have no air-conditioning, but the thick, 
stone walls remain cool, fans are available, and there are plenty of windows to catch valley breezes.

The Lo Studio apartment is a great option for solo women travelers willing to share space and reduce lodging costs. Let Anita know 
ASAP if you are interested in sharing Lo Studio with other workshop participants.

Upstairs bedroom accommodates up to 4 people     

View from windowGround floor living room/studio work space            

Ground floor kitchen
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IL RUDERINO  –  US$125/night for up to two people (US$750 for 6 nights)
Ideal for a solo traveler or couple.

A cozy one-room studio apartment located near the garden. It is fully furnished with a kitchen, bathroom, and eating nook. The  
apartment sleeps 1-2 and has two twin beds and a sleeping loft. Upon your arrival, the kitchen will be stocked with grocery basics.  
Wi-Fi, and laundry facilities are included.

Apartments have no air-conditioning, but the thick, stone walls remain cool, fans are available, and there are plenty of windows to 
catch valley breezes.
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Ruderino kitchen and loft above                  Two joined twin beds in studio apartment

Courtyard entry to Il Ruderino          View from window from Il Ruderino
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Il GIARDINO  –  US$109/night for up to two people (US$650 for 6 nights)
Ideal for a solo traveler or couple.

Il Giardino is a beautiful, cozy modernized apartment with historic stone vernacular architecture. A 1-bedroom suite with private bath, 
kitchen and terrace adjacent to courtyard and garden. It is fully furnished. The apartment sleeps 1-2.

Upon your arrival, the kitchen will be stocked with grocery basics. Wi-Fi, and laundry facilities are included. Apartments have no 
air-conditioning, but the thick, stone walls remain cool.  

Kitchen dining in Il Giardino

Shared outdoor garden
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Deck and shared garden, view toward Lubriano
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COST: WORKSHOP, paid directly to Instructor.

Cost for the 2017 workshop is US$900/person, if US$325 deposit is received by May 15. Workshop cost increases to US$975 if 
deposit is received after June 15. Final payment of workshop is due by August 1, 2017. Participants can mail in a check or pay online 
via PayPal (small surcharge is added).

Workshop payment includes:
• 5 full days of immersive instruction, demos, one-on-one critiques
• Very small group instruction, only 6-8 participants
• Welcome dinner at Alma Civita’s elegant restaurant
• Starter grocery basics, including coffee, tea, sugar, milk, butter, bread, cheese, eggs, olive oil
• Free Wi-Fi 
• Free laundry facilities (washing machines, air dry, soap provided)

You are responsible for:
• Transportation to Italy and to Civita (detailed instructions on traveling by train from Rome to Orvieto, bus, taxi, are available). 

Travel light!
• Most breakfasts, lunches, and dinners. This is also a chance to relax or explore on your own! You can utilize the kitchen in your 

apartment or eat at the several excellent and reasonably priced restaurants in Civita (available on weekend days). Groceries can 
be purchased in Bagnoregio and carried back to Civita. Group potluck lunches and dinners are fun too.

• Sketching supplies (a list will be provided to participants in June)
• Medical insurance coverage while traveling.
• Because Civita is only accessible by foot, you’ll need to be in pretty good physical shape. Walking shoes are a must to get you 

and your luggage up the bridge to Civita and back/forth to Bagnoregio. Pack light!

Cost for accompanying guests who do not participate in the workshop but join the group for meals and events is $300/person.

LODGING, contribution goes directly to The Civita Institute, a non-profit organization.

You can select which apartment you like if it is available. Contribution for lodging is made by PayPal online or check to “The Civita 
Institute” (paid in full and mailed to: Civita Institute, 1326 Fifth Avenue, Suite 650, Seattle, WA 98101 USA) by August 15, 2017. 
If all The Civita Institute apartments are filled, contact Anita for other lodging options in town.

Total contribution for workshop lodging are:
• Lo Studio: accommodates 4 guests. This apartment will be reserved for solo or group women travelers. For 4 sharing, cost per 

person is only US$278 for 6 nights. Four people sharing for 6 nights: US$278/person. Three people sharing for 6 nights: US$370/
person. Two people sharing for 6 nights: US$556/person. One person for 6 nights: US$1110.

• Il Ruderino: accommodates 1-2 guests, 6 nights, total US$750.
• Il Giardino: accommodates 1-2 guests, 6 nights, total US$650.

Payment Deadlines: Reserve a spot ASAP! Space is limited!

• May 15, 2017: WORKSHOP (Non-refundable) DEPOSIT DUE: US$325 by check to “Anita H. Lehmann” or PayPal online (small 
surcharge is added for PayPal). After June 15, workshop cost increases to US$975. 

• August 1, 2017: Balance of payment is due to “Anita H. Lehmann” for workshop. (Non-refundable)
• August 1, 2017: Contribution to “The Civita Institute” for 6 nights lodging is due by check or PayPal.

In the event the workshop is cancelled, all deposits and payments will be returned in full.
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Getting There

Civita di Bagnoregio is approximately 80 miles north of Rome in the region of Lazio. 
It’s a great opportunity to coordinate this workshop with other travel in Italy after the 
workshop! If interested in staying in Civita after the program, contact the Civita Institute 
at info@civitainstitute.org.

For planning purposes, fly into Rome, take the train to Orvieto, then the regional bus or 
a taxi to the Civita bridge. Detailed instructions on how to get to Civita will be sent to all 
participants.

All participants must carry medical insurance that covers them in case of accident or 
hospitalization in Italy. Check your existing health insurance to see if you already have 
enough. Otherwise, short term traveler’s insurance is avaialble through several providers.

Be prepared for some pretty strenuous walking. Travel very light, bring comfortable 
walking shoes and a backpack as you’ll be hauling luggage everywhere on your travels 
including up Civita’s steep pedestrian bridge. It will be cool in October, so pack 
sensible layers. Bring insect repellant, sunscreen, and ear plugs.
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Anita H. Lehmann is a registered architect in the state of Washington. She is also a teacher and 
an artist. After receiving training at the University of Washington, she has taught freehand draw-
ing in Rome, Civita and in Seattle. She currently offers small group classes in drawing, painting, 
and design. Her other skills include architectural design, graphic design, community planning 
and design illustration.
 
Prior to receiving the 2013 Civita Institute fellowship, Anita was a graduate student teacher at 
the University of Washington Rome Center, in Rome, Italy in 1985. 

“Drawing is about attempting something beyond language and beyond representation. 
I connect with the world and experience life. Mine is the hand of a practiced artist who has spent 
thousands upon thousands of hours honing my tool. My pencil is a baton; the goal is to wield it 
as effortlessly as most people breathe. I strive for humor, humility, work ethic, and confidence.”
 
Anita brings over 30 years of teaching experience in teaching design and drawing.

Tailored after Anita’s successful 2016 Depictive and the Evocative Workshop, CIVITA 2017 
continues to offer a rare, small group opportunity to be immersed in a creative process, inspired 
by Civita’s extraordinary setting and the beauty of Italy. See you in Italy!

www.blurb.com/b/5184804-drawing-lessons-from-civita

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8NkBkjwvGgM

https://anitahlehmannteacher.com/2016/03/21/the-process-of-the-evocative/

https://anitahlehmannteacher.com/2016/04/18/that-donkey/

Anita H. Lehmann, Instructor
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